DORIUM - Creating Wealth in a Sustainable Way

Since 2006 the German federal state of Hesse has awarded the “Volunteer Engagement
Card” for the commitment of volunteers. This card allows to use public facilities for free or
to obtain services of various private enterprises at preferential rates. The contribution to the
solution of a public matter in the form of voluntary work contains a value. The solution of
public issues by social businesses or sustainable investment (e.g. building a school) carries
a comparable value.

The sustainable value behind these contributions as well as the value of each improvement can also be embossed in a digital
coin. These digital coins carry their value permanently and comprehensibly within themselves. Whenever a new coin is produced,
there is a place in the world where the counter value in form of an improvement has been achieved.

If these coins are a globally accepted means of payment, this will enable the funding of an arbitrary number of social
projects and social start-ups worldwide. The issue of coins motivates people to commit themselves sustainably
because the value behind becomes visible and tradable.

DORIUM is a community platform which controls the creation and utilization of the coins (SoBz) – through the community itself.
There are defined rules for the creation and for the value of individual contributions to solutions, and the achievement of agreed
solution contributions will be supervised. Each solution contribution is first converted into a digital value coin - the so-called "Impact
Token". The recipient can exchange these impact tokens for a new currency and thus "mint" a new coin of the currency. With this
currency - the "SoBz" - he can now purchase and pay for services and products of all participants.

In March 2019, a demonstration and test version of DORIUM will be launched in Darmstadt. The city with its prestigious
technical university and hosting the Fraunhofer Institute calls itself a digital city. For many years, experience has been gained with
the Honorary Engagement Card of the federal state of Hesse. Based on the initial experience gained during this test, the first
projects in other countries shall be started by DORIUM at the end of 2019.

DORIUM is backed by an experienced team of international experts. Since 2014 many well-known partners have been recruited,
who can facilitate worldwide implementation.

The value behind sustainable solution contributions is used to generate a new kind of money, enabling sustainable growth and
development. With DORIUM, a global community can reward or finance any solution contribution worldwide - without external or
public grants, without impact investments or donations.

For further information please visit our website www.dorium.vision or follow us on Twitter
www.twitter.com/dorium_vision

